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Securing smart contracts remains a fundamental challenge. At its core, it is about building software that is secure in composition with untrusted code, a challenge that extends far beyond blockchains. We introduce SCIF, a language for building smart contracts that are compositionally secure. SCIF is based on the fundamentally compositional principle of secure information flow, but extends this core mechanism to include protection against reentrancy attacks, confused deputy attacks, and improper error handling, even in the presence of malicious contracts that do not follow SCIF’s rules. SCIF supports a rich ecosystem of interacting principals with partial trust through its mechanisms for dynamic trust management. SCIF has been implemented as a compiler to Solidity. We describe the SCIF language, including its static checking rules and runtime. Finally, we implement several applications with intricate security reasoning, showing how SCIF supports building complex smart contracts securely and gives programmer accurate diagnostics about potential security bugs.

1 INTRODUCTION

Smart contracts remain a promising platform for decentralized computation and storage, despite recent setbacks. However, they are perhaps the clearest demonstration of the difficulty of building secure software compositionally. Even an ever-expanding set of tools and best practices for smart contract development have failed to prevent numerous highly expensive vulnerabilities.

A core challenge is that a smart contract is not stand-alone program, but a piece of an ever-growing on-chain library of code, whose future interactions are impossible to predict. Modern smart contracts do not merely interact with a small fixed set of off-chain users. Blockchain applications often comprise multiple smart contracts whose complex protocols create opportunities for adversaries to subvert intended control flow. Consequently, attempts to implement such contracts have often resulted in subtle vulnerabilities, leading to billions of dollars in losses.

Recent work has shown that most value on Ethereum is placed in a small fraction of contracts [73]. While one might think that the security of other contracts is therefore less critical, we argue that this fact demonstrates that many users lack faith in most contracts and are only willing to entrust a few with valuable assets. It suggests that better methods are needed for obtaining assurance that contracts are secure, and for building contracts worthy of trust.

Existing automated tools for smart contract analysis based on model checking and fuzzing (e.g., [39, 43, 44, 50, 56, 65, 68, 79, 88]) have proved effective at finding numerous vulnerable, already deployed contracts. But as a tool for developers to build secure contracts, they are fundamentally limited by their lack of information about the security policies that contracts are intended to respect. Instead, they must rely on brittle, evolving heuristics about what resources are security-critical and about trust relationships between interacting contracts. As a result, existing tools frequently disagree about whether contracts are secure. For example, analyses usually consider native coins like Ether security-critical but often miss vulnerabilities associated with other resources [79].

Rather than relying on heuristics, our approach is to create a language that permits principled, compositional analysis of smart contracts. The aim is to guide developers to implement contracts with high security assurance with respect to broad classes of clearly defined security vulnerabilities. The SCIF (Smart Contract Information Flow) language is a new smart-contract language that...
syntactically resembles Solidity but provides compositional security: it permits contracts to interact with confidence that their combination will be secure for all interacting contracts, even in the presence of untrusted unknown contracts. Given the high cost of smart contract audits [10, 11, 19], the cost of SCIF security annotations should be a small price to pay for the added assurance.

As a baseline protection, SCIF enforces secure information flow, ensuring that untrusted information cannot influence trusted information without explicit programmer authorization [9]. Information-flow analysis is useful in preventing improper influence in smart contracts [14], but it alone is not enough to guard against sophisticated attacks that exploit the interaction between multiple contracts. For instance, reentrancy attacks have already been shown to require additional mechanisms to constrain control flow [17, 18]. SCIF leverages information flow control to obtain strong defenses against a broader range of vulnerabilities. Its new features include the following:

- **Confused deputy prevention:** Confused deputy attacks (CDAs) are a long-known vulnerability of complex systems, and have quickly become a concern for smart contracts [24, 28]. One challenge has been the absence of a crisp definition of what constitutes a CDA. In this work, we develop a principled, more general definition and a new mechanism for comprehensively preventing CDAs.

- **Secure reentrancy:** Reentrancy vulnerabilities can occur in many settings [35], but have been particularly damaging in smart contracts. Dating back to The DAO [76], numerous reentrancy attacks have cost smart contracts hundreds of millions of dollars [26, 27, 29, 33, 72]. Best practices for coding smart contracts help but are insufficient to prevent damaging attacks [32]. The SeRIF calculus [18] showed that secure reentrancy is properly viewed as an information-flow property. SCIF shows how to harmoniously extend and integrate these ideas into a full language design.

- **Secure, atomic exception handling:** An important feature of smart contracts is that their effects on state can be reliably rolled back, particularly when unexpected errors occur. The default behavior of a failing contract is thus to do nothing. However, this exception mechanism only operates reliably at the level of a single contract. Despite the best practice of checking for failures whenever possible [31], failure to effectively reason about errors has led to damaging attacks [59, 94]. SCIF incorporates a novel and useful exception mechanism that distinguishes exceptions causing rollback from exceptions that do not, while enforcing a strong form of control-flow integrity.

- **Dynamic trust management:** The blockchain is not truly a zero-trust environment; functionality is made possible through mechanisms for trust and authentication. Moreover, contracts need to dynamically declare and revoke trust relationships as trust can evolve over time. Adding trust is required to interact with other contracts. Revoking is also necessary as many attacks [23, 25, 30] compromise private keys of trusted entities. Existing contracts invent their own mechanisms for trust and authentication; SCIF instead offers a customizable framework for trust and authentication management that allows contracts to specify, query, and update trust. Importantly, this mechanism is tightly integrated with the other security enforcement mechanisms in SCIF.

SCIF is targeted at smart contracts, but the lessons learned from securing code in a highly adversarial environment have value far beyond blockchains. The challenge of secure smart contracts is really the challenge of building secure software in a decentralized world with powerful adversaries.
2 BACKGROUND

2.1 The SCIF Threat Model

SCIF is intended to defend against powerful adversaries who need not follow the rules of SCIF. We assume adversaries can see the code and state of all deployed contracts. They also control some set of addresses, including principals and both SCIF and non-SCIF contracts. As SCIF contracts keep track of the addresses they trust and implicitly trust the principal that created them, adversaries are assumed to control any SCIF contract that trusts a principal they control. The adversaries may also define their own non-SCIF contracts that need not respect the rules of SCIF; these contracts can still interact with SCIF contracts by making calls or by having SCIF contracts call them by passing in their addresses as if they were SCIF contracts. Adversaries can initiate arbitrary transactions from any address they control. However, they may not forge calls to make it appear that they come from a principal (or contract) they do not control. And adversaries are only able to interact with SCIF contracts they do not control by making calls to them.

SCIF addresses many security concerns but is only indirectly helpful with some issues. It does not have any special support for reasoning about purely numeric issues such as overflow and rounding, though it does enforce validation of untrusted numeric values. SCIF has no control over transaction reordering, so it does not address concerns of maximal extractable value (MEV) [37, 77].

2.2 Integrity via Information Flow

The core security enforcement mechanism of SCIF is information flow control (IFC) [81]. Each expression has a security label ℓ reflecting the possible influences on its value, and SCIF uses a type system to identify and eliminate improper information flows at compile time. We write ℓ₁ ⇒ ℓ₂, read as “ℓ₁ flows to ℓ₂,” if information with label ℓ₁ can securely influence information with label ℓ₂.

IFC is typically used to enforce data confidentiality, but it can also enforce integrity by preventing influence of trusted data by untrusted sources, as originally proposed by Biba [9] and implemented in some existing languages [64, 96].

For instance, the following SCIF code snippet declares variables x and y with labels untrusted and trusted: It is safe for trusted information to affect untrusted information (trusted ⇒ untrusted), so information flow from trusted to untrusted is permissible, as demonstrated in line 3, whereas the reverse direction (line 4) is prohibited.

```
1 uint{untrusted} x;
2 uint{trusted} y;
3 x = y;  // legal
4 y = x;  // illegal
```

IFC type systems also track influences on control flow. Consider the code if (x > 5) y = 0. The assignment y = 0 only executes if x is large enough, so x influences the value of y—which should not be allowed with the labels in the above snippet. To track these implicit flows, SCIF uses a standard pc (program-counter) label [81] that captures influences on control flow.

Through the lens of information flow, smart contract vulnerabilities often represent insecure flows in which untrusted information affects trusted information in unintended ways. In some cases, the insecure flow is obvious. For example, in 2017, an attacker used a publicly visible initialization method to set the trusted owner of Parity multi-sig wallets from attacker-controlled code [13, 17]. The SCIF type system is designed to prevent such information flows.

While IFC is a useful way to understand and prevent smart contract vulnerabilities, it is not a panacea. Strict enforcement of secure information flow guarantees noninterference [45], meaning untrusted code and data cannot affect trusted information in any way. However, most interesting contracts must permit untrusted users some limited influence on trusted data—which violates
noninterference. Such limited influence is supported in IFC systems through the downgrading operation of endorsement [96], in which trusted code can selectively boost the level of trust in particular information. Endorsement adds needed expressive power, but vulnerabilities can result from attacker exploitation of endorsement. In fact, since noninterference guarantees that the attacker is powerless, all corruption of trusted data by an untrusted attacker within a single transaction must involve some form of endorsement.

SCIF follows earlier IFC-based languages [40, 61, 64, 66, 97] by giving the expressive power needed to build arbitrary contracts through explicit endorsement annotations. However, endorsement is restricted to avoid mistakes: code can only endorse data up to the trust level of the code’s own control context, preventing implicit endorsement of adversary influence on control flow.

The philosophy of SCIF is to prevent implicit endorsement. Making all endorsement explicit prompts programmers to think carefully about their use. By contrast, in Solidity [85], standard programming patterns implicitly endorse both data and control flow, resulting in vulnerabilities.

2.3 Confused Deputy Attacks
One particularly subtle class of attacks resulting from implicit endorsement is confused deputy attacks (CDA). A CDA occurs when an attacker manipulates a trusted party (the confused deputy) into misusing its authority, resulting in data corruption or leaks.

Figure 1 depicts a CDA. An untrusted user interacts with a trusted deputy, and the deputy interacts with a security-critical target and separately invokes a user-provided callback. In the intended use case (Figure 1a), an honest user provides a callback pointing to entities in the user’s security domain, which cannot harm the target. In an attack (Figure 1b), the attacker instead provides a callback pointing to the target, which accepts the dangerous call because it comes from the trusted deputy—an implicit endorsement of the choice of what to call.

CDAs have resulted in damaging attacks on smart contracts. One emblematic CDA attacked Dexible [28], a token exchange. To efficiently swap tokens that may be difficult or impossible to exchange directly, Dexible users specify a sequence of swaps, exchanging the initial token for a second, the second for a third, and so forth. Figure 2 presents a simplified version of the Dexible code that performs a single intermediate exchange of ERC20 tokens [93]: the swap method allows users to perform a swap from an amount of tokenIn type tokens by invoking a separate exchange contract at address router. The user may also provide additional arguments to the exchange contract in...
routerData, specifying an arbitrary method to call along with additional arguments. In February 2023, an attacker exploited this functionality by inducing Dexible to call a token manager and transfer tokens from Dexible to the attacker [28]. Since the transfer request originated from Dexible itself—acting as a confused deputy—the token contract accepted the call and transferred the tokens.

The root vulnerability is that the Dexible code assumes that the user-specified call executes with only the user’s authority, whereas the callee assumes the call conveys the full authority of the caller, Dexible. This mismatch in assumptions is the core confusion that creates a vulnerability: it causes an unexpected implicit endorsement of the control flow.

2.4 Reentrancy Vulnerabilities

Another style of attack exploiting endorsements is reentrancy, where an attacker unexpectedly reenters an application while it is in an intermediate state. A long string of reentrancy attacks have resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars of damage [26, 27, 29, 33, 72, 76].

The Uniswap token exchange fell victim to a reentrancy vulnerability in 2020 [72], showing that the combination of multiple contracts—each seemingly secure in isolation—can cause reentrancy vulnerabilities. Figure 3 shows a simplified segment of Uniswap’s vulnerable code. The sellXForY function allows users to exchange tokens of type X for those of type Y. Uniswap determines the rate of exchange by holding constant the product of its balance of X and its balance of Y. Both Uniswap and its accompanying token contracts were originally thought reentrancy-secure because they follow the best-practice paradigm of checks–effects–interactions [86], but their combination unwittingly opens the door to reentrancy attacks. During the invocation of transferFrom at line 9, the client receives a notification, giving it control of execution and allowing an attacker...
1 contract KoET {
2   address currentMonarch;
3   uint currentClaimPrice;
4
5   function claimThrone() external {
6       require(msg.value == currentClaimPrice);
7       uint compensation = calcCompensation(currentClaimPrice);
8       currentMonarch.send(compensation);
9       currentMonarch = msg.sender;
10      currentClaimPrice = calcNewClaimPrice(currentClaimPrice);
11   } }

Fig. 4. Distilled Solidity code for the KoET bug.

to opportunistically reenter `sellXForY`. Because the exchange rate depends on Uniswap’s token balances and one transfer is still pending, Uniswap computes the exchange rate incorrectly in the reentrant call. The attacker then receives too favorable a rate, extracting tokens from Uniswap.

As Cecchetti et al. [18] observed, IFC offers a way to define and to prevent reentrancy vulnerabilities. Unlike confused deputy attacks, reentrancy attacks do not result from implicit endorsement but from attacker manipulation of explicit endorsement. A typical public method of a smart contract automatically endorses control flow, which is needed so that the smart contract can modify its own state. Because methods are annotated as public, this auto-endorsement [20] is explicit in the code.

Reentrancy vulnerabilities arise because in general, smart-contract state must obey some invariants for the contract to be correct, but those invariants may be temporarily broken while a method executes. If an attacker gains control of execution while the contract is in this inconsistent state (such as through a callback), they can engineer a reentrant call into a public method. Though the call comes from attacker integrity, the public method auto-endorsest and accepts the call. Because contract invariants are temporarily broken, the contract might behave improperly.

2.5 Exception-based Vulnerabilities

Incorrect exception handling has long been a source of bugs and consequently, vulnerabilities. One study [95] concluded that “almost all (92%) of the catastrophic system failures are the result of incorrect handling of non-fatal errors explicitly signaled in software.”

In Solidity, contracts can throw exceptions, which revert state changes within the ongoing transaction, and catch exceptions thrown in external calls. Solidity’s type system, however, ignores exceptions: there is no static guarantee that exceptions are handled. In the absence of such verification, it is likely that developers will overlook exceptions. C# makes a similar design choice, but one study looking at a large C# codebase [15] found that 90% of potential exceptions remain undocumented. Without static checking, it is likely that many exceptions will not be handled (or even considered by developers), especially as smart contracts grow in complexity.

Particularly problematic is that Solidity’s low-level mechanism for calling external contracts silently catches and discards exceptions by default. Not checking for such exceptions can open up vulnerabilities. A classic example is the “King of the Ether Throne (KoET)” [60], a smart contract application whose participants compete for a prize by initiating a transaction of greater value than the current prize. Figure 4 has a simplified version of the claimThrone method within KoET. At line 8, the method performs a low-level call to compensate the previous winner. However, if this call throws an exception, it merely results in a return value of false rather than propagating the exception. So if the call fails for any reason, the compensation remains in the KoET contract, and
the method continues, updating a new winner. Such a vulnerability led to the temporary shutdown and subsequent reboot of the KoET contract in 2016 [59]. A clear and principled way to handle exceptions is needed to prevent such vulnerabilities.

3 OVERVIEW OF SCIF

SCIF contracts are high-level programs annotated with information flow labels, with a syntax and run-time semantics similar to that of Solidity. The addition of information flow labels allows the SCIF language to effectively identify and eliminate potential vulnerabilities.

We illustrate the SCIF language through examples showing how its new features address real-world vulnerabilities.

3.1 Information Flow Labels

The SCIF type system tracks information flow statically, as described in Section 2.2. Because smart contracts often have their own primitive security concerns and each has an existing unique identifier—its on-chain address—SCIF labels are elements of the free distributive lattice over the set of contract addresses. This structure also allows any address to be interpreted as a label, though not all labels are addresses. For instance, this denotes the integrity level of the current contract, which is generally the most trusted possible label from that contract’s perspective. The label any represents the least trusted label, for data that may be influenced by anyone. In SCIF, off-chain users are a special category of smart contracts, with unique on-chain addresses and storage for their cryptocurrency balances. While they can initiate method calls on other contracts, they do not host callable methods themselves.

To reduce annotation burden, SCIF assigns default labels to fields and method arguments, and the compiler infers most labels inside method bodies.

In addition to labels on the arguments and return type, SCIF method signatures are annotated with up to three labels, with the syntax \{pc_{ex} \rightarrow pc_{in}; \ell\}. The external pc label pc_{ex} specifies the control-flow integrity required to call the method. It also serves as the default label for method arguments. If provided, the optional pc_{in} label separately denotes the internal pc label, specifying the integrity of the control flow when the method body begins execution. When pc_{ex} is less trusted than pc_{in}, the method performs an auto-endorsement on entry, explicitly endorsing the control flow. When pc_{in} is not specified, it defaults to pc_{ex}. Finally, the lock label \ell, adopted from Cecchetti et al. [18], specifies the reentrancy lock integrity this method respects: the key annotation used to prevent reentrancy attacks. If not specified, \ell defaults to pc_{in}. If only pc_{ex} is specified, all three labels will be the same.

Example (Parity Wallet). To see how information flow labels can help, we examine an Ethereum wallet produced by Parity Technologies, which fell victim to two separate attacks in 2017, each costing over $30 million [13, 71]. Though the second attack is more famous, we focus on the first. The wallet code was split into two contracts: a library housing core operations, and an instance contract with user-specific data. The instance wallet delegated to the library using Ethereum’s delegatecall instruction, executing library code in the memory space of the instance wallet. Unfortunately, the interaction exposed a serious bug. The library contract contained a public method that initialized the owner of the wallet with no authorization checks. The attacker managed to call this method via delegatecall, and change the owner of the wallet.

Figure 5 shows a simplified piece of the wallet as code in SCIF, leveraging its inheritance and default labeling features. In the WalletLibrary library contract, the sensitive owner field has the default label: this. The initOwner method is not marked as public, so it defaults to private and
Fig. 5. Simplified Parity Wallet implementation in SCIF.

requires an external \textit{pc} label of \texttt{this}. These labels ensure the control flow and argument are sufficiently trusted to alter \texttt{owner}.

As \texttt{Wallet} extends \texttt{WalletLibrary}, it seamlessly inherits all of its field members and methods. Enforcing the labels then makes the original attack impossible. Because the external \textit{pc} label of \texttt{initOwner} is \texttt{this}, the calling control flow must already be trusted by the instance of \texttt{Wallet}. An untrusted attacker cannot call \texttt{initOwner}.

It is possible to write a vulnerable version of \texttt{initOwner} in SCIF, but doing so requires additional actions by the programmer, which should make them think twice. First, they must mark \texttt{initOwner} as \texttt{@public}. Second, they must either explicitly mark \texttt{owner} as untrusted—overriding the default label of \texttt{this} in an obviously unsafe way—or explicitly endorse \texttt{newOwner}, as in the following code.

\begin{verbatim}
@public void initOwner(address newOwner) {
    owner = endorse(newOwner, sender -> this);
}
\end{verbatim}

This intentionally verbose pattern makes it clear that anyone can modify \texttt{owner}. In essence, SCIF defaults to a secure implementation, requiring the programmer to explicitly opt in to vulnerabilities, while in Solidity the difference between insecure and secure implementations is much less obvious.

3.2 CDA Prevention

To understand how SCIF can prevent both the Dexible attack introduced in Section 2.3 and CDAs more generally, let us look at CDAs more abstractly. Recall from Section 2.3 that CDAs follow a particular pattern: an untrusted attacker tricks a trusted deputy, usually through a callback, into tricking a target into performing a dangerous action on a security-critical resource. From this perspective, a CDA violates information flow security because the attacker has influenced trusted actions of the target without any explicit endorsement. Conversely, correct enforcement of information flow security—ruling out implicit endorsements—eliminates CDAs. Because SCIF’s type system enforces IFC, no extra work would be needed if all contracts involved were well-typed SCIF contracts.

However, in an open blockchain system, we cannot assume untrusted contracts are well-typed—or even written in SCIF. Absent an additional run-time defense, an attacker can pass a SCIF contract a callback of a different type than expected. From an IFC perspective, this \textit{type confusion} is essential to mounting a CDA, because confusion of types that talk about information flow enables \textit{information flow} confusion as well.

Consider the Dexible attack discussed in Section 2.3. Dexible’s public \texttt{swap} operation invoked a user-provided callback, and an attacker provided the token manager’s \texttt{transfer} method as that callback. Dexible, acting as a confused deputy, directly requested the target token manager transfer Dexible’s funds to the attacker, a request the token manager faithfully executed. In SCIF, the labels on the type signature of the token manager’s \texttt{transfer} method would be different from those on a valid user-provided callback. The token manager requires the full authority of Dexible, while a
valid callback should require only the user’s authority. Consequently, if all involved contracts were well-typed, the callback could not point to the token manager and the CDA would be impossible. Unfortunately, Dexible and the token manager both being well-typed is not sufficient to prevent this attack. Because type confusion is caused by untyped attacker code, dynamic checking is needed to catch it. However, type-checking all references passed at run time is infeasible.

Fortunately, avoiding CDA attacks only requires the caller and callee (deputy and target) to agree on the run-time type of the method being called, a localized check that is much simpler to perform. The caller can pass what it believes to be the full method signature, including information flow labels, as an additional implicit argument when it calls a method. The callee can then check that signature against what it knows to be its own signature. If the caller is sufficiently trusted to invoke the method but the expected signature does not match the true signature, there might be a confused deputy attack in progress and the callee (target) can abort the call.

The SCIF compiler extends the standard smart contract internal dispatch mechanism [85] to minimize the complexity and cost of this check. Solidity uses a method’s name and argument base types to perform method dispatch, but SCIF uses the full method signature, including labels. Successful method dispatch then ensures that the caller and the callee agree about the type of the method, eliminating type confusion. Unlike Solidity, SCIF disallows direct low-level calls that take a raw bytes argument including dispatch information. Instead all calls must go through a declared interface, insuring that calling code directly specifies the labels it expects. Section 5 describes this implementation in more detail.

Example (Dexible). Figure 6 shows a CDA-secure Dexible contract written in SCIF. There are a few key differences from the Solidity implementation shown in Figure 2. First, all operations in the swap method are inside an atomic–rescue block. This block functions similarly to a try–catch block with standard exceptions, except (1) it catches failures instead of exceptions, which SCIF considers different, and (2) any changes made in the atomic block are reverted if the body fails. That way we know that the swap either entirely succeeds or entirely fails. Section 3.4 provides detail on how SCIF handles exceptions and failures.
Second, the `exchange` method of the `IExchange` interface includes explicit labels specifying that the router only requires the integrity of the user to execute. Based on this interface and using the approach described above, the SCIF compiler automatically generates the dynamic type check as part of the call to `router.exchange` on line 10. This check catches any type confusion on the call and prevents the original attack while retaining Dexible’s ability to interact with user-provided router contracts.

Moreover, while a programmer could write a signature for `exchange` that matches the token manager’s `transfer` signature, allowing the confused deputy attack to pass the dynamic check, Dexible would not compile. The call would require `this` integrity, but the `router` argument to Dexible’s `swap` has `sender` integrity by default, so a standard static IFC check would reject the call.

Notably, these concerns about attacker-induced type confusion do not apply to IFC systems that only transmit simple data. The data is untrusted, and hence cannot influence trusted actions. For callbacks, however, type confusion allows a method that does convey trusted authority to appear as one that does not, requiring our additional checks. In fact, type confusion can be used to launch new, more subtle forms of CDAs. For example, an attacker might lie about the reentrancy lock label of a method and use the deputy to launch a reentrancy attack. By eliminating type confusion, SCIF prevents these attacks as well.

### 3.3 Reentrancy Attack Prevention

SCIF adopts and improves the mechanism from SeRIF [18] for preventing reentrancy attacks, combining static and dynamic reentrancy locks to prevent reentrant auto-endorsement, so reentrant calls do not introduce new attacks.

SeRIF requires any untrusted call made without dynamic locks to be in tail position, forbidding any subsequent operations. This approach prevents dangerous reentrancy, but it also enforces two limiting constraints.

1. Trusted values computed before an untrusted call cannot be returned afterward.
2. In auto-endorse functions, untrusted operations cannot execute after an untrusted call returns, even though they inherently cannot create reentrancy concerns.

SCIF maintains the security of SeRIF’s reentrancy protection, while improving the precision to allow for these two useful code patterns. First, methods define their return values by assigning to a special `result` variable. A method must assign to this variable on every return path. The usual syntax `return e` is just syntactic sugar for assigning `result = e` and then returning. Second, after an untrusted call, the control-flow integrity (the `pc` label) is modified, restricting future operations to only those that cannot violate high-integrity invariants. Neither of these changes can introduce reentrancy concerns, and both simplify programs.

**Example (Uniswap).** Recall from Section 2.4 that the Uniswap exchange had a reentrancy vulnerability stemming from a complex interaction with the exchange and tokens. Figure 7 shows how we might use SCIF to implement `sellXForY` and specify the standard ERC-20 token interface [93].

Following the ERC-20 standard [93], interface `IERC20` includes a `transfer` method to directly transfer tokens owned by the caller and a `transferFrom` method to transfer tokens whose owner has previously authorized the caller to move them. To reflect these expectations, `transfer` requires the integrity of `from`, the user whose tokens are moving, and auto-endorse the control flow to `this`, the integrity of the token contract, which is necessary to modify token balances. However, `transferFrom` allows any caller, but only auto-endorse to `from`, enabling adjustments to the allowances of tokens owned by `from` and proving sufficient integrity to call `transfer` and actually
move the tokens. Since both methods may invoke untrusted confirmation methods provided by contracts from and to, the reentrancy lock label for both methods is \texttt{any}.

In the Uniswap contract, \texttt{sellXForY} is meant to be a publicly-accessible method that must modify trusted state, so we annotate it as \texttt{@public} and the default labels for public methods: \{\texttt{sender -> this}; \texttt{this}\}. That is, \texttt{sellXForY} is an entry point anyone can call that auto-endorses to \texttt{this}, and it promises not to call untrusted code without a dynamic lock (reentrancy lock label \texttt{this}).

Because \texttt{transferFrom} respects no reentrancy locks but \texttt{transfer}, which requires high integrity, is called after \texttt{transferFrom} returns, the dynamic lock on line 10 is necessary for security and correctly required by the type system. We could remove this lock if we changed the \texttt{IERC20} methods to maintain high-integrity locks, which would then preclude notification of untrusted parties during transfers.

To see the value of SCIF’s improved flexibility over SeRIF, consider the following implementation of the \texttt{IERC20.transfer} method.

```plaintext
@public
bool transfer{from -> this; any}(final address from, final address to, uint amount) {
  ... // check and update balances
  result = true;
  assert from.confirmSent(to, amount);
  assert to.confirmReceived(from, amount);
}
```

Without resorting to expensive dynamic locks, this method securely returns a trusted boolean through early assignment to \texttt{result} (line 4) before executing two untrusted calls. Because neither \texttt{confirmSent} nor \texttt{confirmReceived} requires high integrity to invoke, these calls can safely execute
in sequence, even though the first does not maintain reentrancy locks. SeRIF allows neither pattern. Instead, transfer must be split across multiple methods, and there is no way to return a high-integrity boolean without dynamic locks.

3.4 Exception Handling

SCIF differentiates between exceptions and failures:

- **Exceptions** define alternative execution paths. SCIF exceptions behave similarly to exceptions in languages like Java. They leave state changes in place and can be managed with standard try–catch blocks. Methods must declare in their signature any exceptions that they may throw and not catch internally. These declarations help programmers avoid unexpected exceptions and enable static analysis of the security of exceptional control flow.

- **Failures** represent unrecoverable errors, such as out-of-gas or stack overflow. Failures ensure that any state changes made in the offending method prior to the failure are entirely rolled back. SCIF does allow handling of failures using an atomic-rescue syntax. These blocks are similar to try–catch blocks, except that if the body of the atomic block produces a failure, any changes are rolled back to the beginning of the atomic block. Uncaught exceptions that reach an atomic barrier transform into failures, causing rollback.

By distinguishing between exceptions and failures, SCIF offers developers finer-grained control over error handling, improving robustness, clarity, and predictability of code.

**Example (KoET).** The SCIF implementation of KoET, shown in Figure 8, appears nearly identical to the Solidity implementation, but is much more robust. SCIF proactively eliminates vulnerabilities by disallowing the implicit disregard of failures, aligning with best practices [31]. In SCIF, a failure at line 8 automatically reverts all state changes in claimThrone and propagates to the caller, preventing the original attack.

**Example (Town Crier).** Town Crier (TC) [100] is an authenticated data feed backed by trusted hardware, providing data to smart contracts on request. The deliver method (Figure 9) delivers processed requests from the trusted hardware to the requester. It marks the request as delivered, sends the operator the request fee, and delivers the data through a user-supplied callback. In this case, if the user-supplied callback (line 14) fails, TC needs to keep the fee, so it must not roll back the entire call. Hence, it wraps the line 14 in an atomic-rescue block to catch the failure, and intentionally discards it. Failure rolls back the user-supplied operation, but not fee delivery.

```solidity
contract KoET {
    address currentMonarch;
    uint currentClaimPrice;

    @public void claimThrone() {
        assert value == currentClaimPrice;
        uint compensation = calcCompensation(currentClaimPrice);
        send(currentMonarch, compensation);
        currentMonarch = sender;
        currentClaimPrice = calcNewClaimPrice(currentClaimPrice);
    }
}
```

Fig. 8. Simplified KoET implementation in SCIF.
As these examples show, SCIF encourages explicit, intentional failure management, and ensures that failures are not ignored implicitly. It helps programmers to handle failures robustly.

3.5 Dynamic Integrity Checks

SCIF contracts may use two types of dynamic trust checks: programmer-specified, and automatically generated. The expression $e_1 \Rightarrow e_2$ dynamically checks whether $e_1$ flows to $e_2$. This check are useful when a specific flow is required. For instance, line 9 of the Dexible code in Figure 6 has the check `assert router => sender`, to ensure that execution only occurs when the caller trusts router. Notably, after this assertion, the compiler type-checks the rest of the method under the safe assumption that $router \Rightarrow sender$, enabling information flows that otherwise would be disallowed.

SCIF also automatically generates dynamic checks in two places. In an open system, anyone can call a public method, so SCIF cannot statically ensure the caller is trusted at the method’s external $pc$ label. Instead, public methods dynamically check that the caller has sufficient integrity. This check is not needed if the external $pc$ label is `sender` or `any`, but for any other $pc_{ex}$, SCIF automatically inserts a dynamic check equivalent to `assert sender => pc_{ex}` at the top of the method.

3.6 Contract Interfaces

Dynamic integrity checks and other run-time management are performed by the SCIF contract itself. Each contract must implement the `Contract` interface (Figure 10); compiled code generates calls to this interface, but ordinary code cannot call the methods.

- The role of the `trusts` method is to determine whether this contract believes $a \Rightarrow b$.
- Auto-endorse methods invoke `bypassLocks` to check that the caller is trusted enough to safely bypass any existing dynamic reentrancy locks.
- Methods `acquireLock` and `releaseLock` manage reentrancy locks. These methods are used to implement `lock(l) { ... }` blocks.

SCIF provides a simple default implementation of `Contract` called `ContractImpl`, as well as more complex implementations. However, programmers may freely provide their own implementations.
interface Contract {
    @public bool trusts(address a, address b);
    @public bool bypassLocks(address l);
    @public bool acquireLock(address l);
    @public bool releaseLock(address l);
}

interface ManagedContract extends Contract {
    @public bool addTrust(address trustee);
    @public bool revokeTrust(address trustee);
}

interface ExternallyManagedContract extends ManagedContract {
    @public bool directlyTrusts(address);
    @public address[] directTrustees();
    @public TrustManager trustManager();
    @public LockManager lockManager();
}

Fig. 10. Interface Contract

Fig. 11. Managed-contract interfaces

because the interface design limits the danger of buggy or malicious implementations to contracts that have a bad implementation (or that trust others that do).

3.6.1 External Trust Management. The Contract interface is sufficient for contracts whose trust relationships are fixed over time, but some trust relationships evolve. To support this feature, SCIF provides two extended interfaces shown in Figure 11. ManagedContract adds two simple methods: addTrust and revokeTrust, which add or remove addresses from the set that the current contract trusts. In the presence of complex trust relationships, implementing decentralized trust checks may be complex and expensive. SCIF therefore supports outsourcing this work to trusted managers through the ExternallyManagedContract interface. The directlyTrusts and directTrustees methods only concern who the contract trusts directly, and leave indirect trust, implied by transitivity, to an external TrustManager contract.

TrustManager and LockManager allow a contract to outsource the operations of ManagedContract. Specifically, TrustManager includes the trust-related methods (trusts, addTrust, and revokeTrust), while LockManager includes the lock-related methods (bypassLocks, acquireLock, and releaseLock). So, an ExternallyManagedContract implementation can conveniently implement its management method as pass-throughs to the correct manager.

These interfaces are designed to be flexible. Simple managers can resolve queries locally, conservatively (and safely) assuming there is no trust they are unaware of. More complicated managers can communicate with each other in a decentralized fashion, searching for trust between contracts they do not manage. As with implementations of Contract, a contract only relies on the correctness of its own manager and the managers of other contracts it trusts.

4 FORMALIZING CORE SCIF

To more precisely describe SCIF, we define a simplified version called Core SCIF. Core SCIF is an object-oriented core calculus. It extends SeRIF [18] with support for exceptions, transactional failures, and more flexible programming paradigms, as described in Section 3. SeRIF, in turn, is an extension of Featherweight Java [54] augmented with standard mutable references [74, Chapter 13], information-flow labels, and reentrancy protection.

Figure 12 presents the syntax of Core SCIF. Integrity labels in SCIF may be the constants this, any, a contract address 𝛼, or conjunctions or disjunctions of other labels. All types carry an information flow label to track their integrity. Contracts, constructors, and method declarations are formalized
similarly to SeRIF [18]. New features include exceptions and failures, and a more accurate treatment of contract addresses.

SCIF expressions are mostly standard, with a few interesting notes. To simplify the language, expressions generally are (open) values, which lack subexpressions. The exception is let-expressions, which are used to encode sequential composition. Second, SCIF has conditionals to dynamically test trust relationships \( v_1 \Rightarrow v_2 \), interpreting \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) as contract addresses. The type system then assumes the flow exists in the then-branch.

SCIF distinguishes exceptions from transactional failures. As in the surface language, exceptions and try–catch behave like typical exceptions in other languages: state changes persist regardless of whether the exception is caught. An atomic–rescue, however, creates an atomic transaction that is entirely reverted if a failure occurs, whether or not it is rescued.
4.1 Operational Semantics

The operational semantics of Core SCIF is defined as a small-step operational semantics similar to that of SeRIF [18], with extensions to support exceptions, failures, dynamic trust checks, and CDA prevention. Figure 13 shows selected operational semantics rules.\(^1\)

The calculus tracks pc labels dynamically so that SeRIF’s definition of reentrancy still applies. To support this tracking and simplify the operational semantics, if statements include a syntactic pc label for the branches. In practice, it is easy to infer automatically.

A semantic configuration is a tuple \(C = (CT, O, \sigma, S, M, L)\) with the following elements:
- \(CT\) is a contract table that holds all contract types and code;
- \(O\) is the contract heap, mapping addresses to objects;
- \(\sigma\) is the mutable heap, mapping locations to values;
- \(S\) is a list of saved memories used to implement transactions with atomic–rescue;
- \(M\) tracks the integrity of the executing contract instance;
- \(L\) is a list that tracks the dynamically locked integrity.

To simplify notation, we refer to components of \(C\) freely when only one configuration is in scope. We write \(C[X/L]\) to denote \((CT, O, \sigma, S, M, X)\), and similarly for the other elements.

Compared to SeRIF, SCIF does not track the integrity of the executing code. Rather, it tracks the integrity of the executing contract instances. For example, the rule E-CALL checks whether the caller is at least as trusted as the external pc label \(pc_1\) of the callee.

Rules E-AtomicCommit and E-AtomicRescued Whereas a try–catch block keeps state changes made by the try block, an atomic–rescue block rolls back all state changes made by the atomic block. The typing rules disallow uncaught exceptions inside atomic blocks, so there is no semantic rule to handle them.

4.2 Type System

The type system of Core SCIF also extends that of SeRIF [18] to support features including dynamic trust management and exception handling.

SCIF has separate typing judgments for values and expressions. Value judgments take the form \(\Sigma; \Gamma; T \vdash v : \tau\), where \(\Sigma\) is a heap type, mapping heap locations and contract addresses to types, \(\Gamma\) is a standard typing environment mapping variables to types, and \(T\) is a set of trust relationships that have been checked dynamically. When a program dynamically checks that \(\ell_1 \Rightarrow \ell_2\), the type system needs to include this information when checking future flows. We therefore include \(T\) in the typing judgment and write \(\Gamma; T \vdash T \ell_1 \Rightarrow \ell_2\) to check that the flow holds in the current environment.\(^2\)

Expression judgments \(\Gamma; T; pc; \ell_i \vdash e : \tau + \Psi\) are a bit more complicated. Here \(\Gamma\) and \(T\) are as above and \(pc\) is the standard program-counter label. The lock label \(\ell_i\), taken from SeRIF, is the reentrancy input lock the expression must maintain to continue execution with the same integrity. Finally, because SCIF supports exceptions, \(e\) may terminate in multiple different ways—normally or through one of multiple possible exceptions. Following Jif [66], the context \(\Psi\) tracks the integrity of these different possible termination paths. A path can either be normal termination \((n)\), an exception \((ex)\), or fl\(_L\) denoting a failure. SCIF must track both the integrity of the control flow and reentrancy locks, so \(\Psi\) maps possible termination paths to pairs of labels \((pc, L)\).

Figure 14 shows selected typing rules for Core SCIF.\(^3\) We write \(\Psi[p].pc\) and \(\Psi[p].L\) to denote the values for a path \(p\), and \(\Psi_1 \lor \Psi_2\) as the pointwise join of two mappings, including any values for paths \(p\) where only one of \(\Psi_1[p]\) and \(\Psi_2[p]\) is defined.

---

\(^{1}\)The remaining rules can be found in Appendix A.

\(^{2}\)Mathematically, we quotient our original free distributive lattice over addresses (see Section 3.1) by the relationships in \(T\) and check the flow in the resulting quotient lattice.

\(^{3}\)The remaining rules are available in Appendix A.
\[ \Sigma; \Gamma; T; pc; \ell_1 + e_1 : \tau_1 \Rightarrow \Psi_1; \ell' = \Psi_1[\ell], L \lor \ell_1 \quad \Sigma; \Gamma, x : \tau_1; T; pc' ; \ell' + e_2 : \tau_2 \Rightarrow \Psi_2; T + \Psi_1[\ell], L \Rightarrow \Psi_2[\ell], L \]

\[ \text{LET} \]

\[ \Sigma; \Gamma; T; pc; \ell_1 + let x = e_1 in e_2 : \tau_2 \lor (\Psi_1 \land \ell_1) \lor \Psi_2 \]

\[ \text{IfTRUST} \]

\[ mtype(C, m) = \tau_a \overset{pc_1 \rightarrow pc_2 ; L}{\longrightarrow} t_0 : t_1 \overset{\text{ex}}{\longrightarrow} \Sigma; \Gamma; T + v : C' \]

\[ \ell_1 = \ell_0 \lor \ell \lor \sqrt{\ell_0} 
\]

\[ \ell' = L \lor \ell \quad \Psi = \{ n \mapsto (n \lor \ell, \ell' \lor \ell), m \mapsto (m \lor \ell, \ell' \lor \ell), \overline{m} \mapsto (\overline{m} \lor \ell, \ell' \lor \ell) \} \]

\[ \text{CALL} \]

\[ \Sigma; \Gamma; T; pc; \ell_1 + v.m(\overline{m}) : \tau \land \Psi \]

\[ \text{Throw} \]

\[ \Sigma; \Gamma; T; pc; \ell_1 + throw v : \tau \land \{ \text{ex} \Rightarrow (pc \land \ell, \ell_1) \} \]

\[ \text{TryCatch} \]

\[ \Sigma; \Gamma; T; pc; \ell_1 + e : \tau + \Psi \quad T + \Psi[\text{ex}], L \Rightarrow \ell_1 \quad pc' = \Psi[\text{ex}], pc \quad \Sigma; \Gamma, x : \psi pc' ; T ; pc' ; \ell_1 + e' : \tau + \Psi' \]

\[ T + \Psi[\text{fl}], L \Rightarrow \ell_1 \quad pc' = \Psi[\text{fl}], pc \quad \Sigma; \Gamma, x : \text{fl} pc' ; T ; pc' ; \ell_1 + e' : \tau + \Psi' \]

\[ \text{AtomicRescue} \]

\[ \Sigma; \Gamma; T; pc; \ell_1 + \text{atomic } e \text{ rescue } x : \text{fl } e' : \tau + (\Psi \land \{ \text{fl} \}) \lor \Psi' \]

Fig. 14. Selected typing rules for Core SCIF

Rule **LET** defines sequential composition: a mostly standard let-binding that also enforces information flow and reentrancy security with greater precision than in SeRIF [18]. The second expression \( e_2 \) executes with integrity \( pc' \), where \( pc' \) is no more trusted than the initial \( pc \) label. However, it may be less trusted to enforce reentrancy security. Recall (Section 3.3) that a method cannot safely perform trusted operations after calling an untrusted method. Therefore, if \( pc' \) is trusted to perform an operation that is also protected by the reentrancy input lock \( \ell_1 \), \( e_1 \) must maintain that lock. Formally, for any integrity level \( \ell \), if \( pc' \Rightarrow \ell \) and \( \ell_1 \Rightarrow \ell \), then \( \Psi_1[\ell], L \Rightarrow \ell \). The condition \( T + \Psi_1[\ell], L \Rightarrow \ell_1 \lor pc' \) precisely enforces this restriction. By modifying the \( pc \) integrity in this way, we release any locks that \( e_1 \) does not maintain. It is therefore safe to type-check \( e_2 \) with only the locks both present before and maintained by \( e_1 : \Psi_1[\ell], L \lor \ell_1 \).

Rule **IfTRUST** describes dynamic flows-to-checks. To support differing trust management schemes and to make this check practical, SCIF restricts to only checking relationships between primitive principals: contract addresses. We also include \( v_1 \Rightarrow v_2 \) in \( T \) when typing \( e_1 \), since we know that flow holds in that context. Conservatively assuming flows do not hold unless proven to, we do not need to track that \( v_1 \Rightarrow v_2 \) when checking \( e_2 \).

Rule **CALL** has the most premises, but most are standard. Notably, it checks the static reentrancy locks \( (T + pc_1 \Rightarrow \ell) \) to \( pc_2 \lor \ell_1 \). To ensure that a contract we do not trust cannot hurt us, **CALL** only trusts the labels specified by the method type as much as it trusts the claim that \( v \) actually has type \( C \), which is captured by \( \ell \). **CALL** therefore attenuates trust in the return value, the output lock label, and the label of each return path by \( \ell \). Finally, the integrity of each termination path comes
directly from the method type except the failure path, which is not explicitly tracked. Since a failure occurs precisely when there are neither exceptions nor normal termination, the integrity of the failure path is just the join of the integrities of the other termination paths.

The final rules concern throwing and catching exceptions, and all make use of the termination path labels. **Throw** indicates that only exceptional termination (with the correct exception type) is possible. **TryCatch** uses the labels from $\Psi[\text{ex}]$ and removes $\text{ex}$ from the possible termination paths in $\Psi$ before joining it with $\Psi'$, as such an exception has now been handled. **AtomicRescue** behaves nearly identically to **TryCatch**, but using the single distinguished failure path $\text{fl}$. It also requires that the body can only terminate normally or with a failure, not with uncaught exceptions.

### 4.3 CDA Safety

Recall from Section 2.3 that a confused deputy attack occurs when an attacker tricks a trusted deputy into performing a security-critical operation with the deputy’s full authority when only the attacker’s authority is appropriate. To formalize this definition, we note that CDA attacks can only occur at the point of interaction between a deputy and a potential victim. In SCIF, all contract interactions occur through method calls, so we need only consider call boundaries.

At each call, the proper authority to pass to the callee is the integrity of the calling environment, which is tracked by the $pc_{\text{env}}$ label. The method signature specifies the integrity required to invoke the method in its external $pc$ label $pc_{\text{ex}}$. **E-Call** only checks that the calling contract $\alpha$ has $pc_{\text{ex}}$ integrity, as that is the information directly available to a real smart contract. A CDA occurs if a call occurs—meaning $\alpha \Rightarrow pc_{\text{ex}}$—but $pc_{\text{env}} \not\Rightarrow pc_{\text{ex}}$.

More formally, we parameterize our CDA definition on an integrity level $\ell$. An $\ell$-CDA occurs when an environment that $\ell$ does not trust successfully calls a method requiring at least $\ell$ integrity.

**Definition 1** ($\ell$-CDA Event). A method call is an $\ell$-CDA event if $pc_{\text{env}} \not\Rightarrow \ell$ and $pc_{\text{ex}} \Rightarrow \ell$.

#### 4.3.1 Modeling CDA and Enforcing CDA Safety

The **Call** typing rule ensures that SCIF code is free from $\ell$-CDA events at all labels $\ell$ when every contract type-checks. Unfortunately, smart contract environments are open systems with no guarantee that attacker-provided code is well-typed.

Our core calculus instead empowers the attacker to provide contracts of the wrong type as arguments. We still require all code to be well-typed, but add a special `atk`-cast term to the language, which attackers may use freely.

$$v ::= \cdots \mid \text{atk-cast } v \text{ as } C$$

The type system handles `atk`-cast like a regular cast, but with far less semantic validation. The lack of validation adds power that is seemingly narrow, but is significant. By passing a contract of type $C$ with a high-integrity method $m$ to a method of a trusted deputy expecting an argument of type $D$ with a low-integrity method $m$, an attacker can induce a CDA.

This danger is somewhat curious from the information-flow standpoint. Normally, if an attacker passes a high-integrity value to a method expecting a low-integrity argument, that is no concern; reducing the integrity of data is safe. Method types, however, are different because their $pc$ labels are contravariant. That is, it is safe to use a method requiring lower integrity than what is statically expected, but not one requiring higher integrity. A CDA occurs precisely when a method expecting higher integrity is used in place of one expecting lower integrity. Our key insight is that CDAs arise because of an interaction between type confusion and contravariance.

To prevent CDAs in the presence of malicious type casts, SCIF adds a simple run-time check: the type of the method being called must be the type expected. The **E-AtkCall** rule below captures
this check by requiring $\text{mtype}(D, m) = \text{mtype}(C, m)$, and is otherwise identical to E-CALL.

$$\begin{align*}
O(\alpha) &= C(\overline{\alpha}) \\
mbody(C, m) &= (\overline{x}, pc_1 \Rightarrow pc_2, e, \overline{ex}) \\
\text{mtype}(D, m) &= \text{mtype}(C, m)
\end{align*}$$

By eliminating type confusion on method calls, SCIF ensures that $pc\text{env} \Rightarrow pc\text{ex}$ for every call, and therefore eliminates all $\ell$-CDA events. Notably, a more permissive rule requiring only a subtyping relationship between $D.m$ and $C.m$ with proper contravariance on the $pc$ would be sound. However, it would be far more difficult to implement, so we opt for the simpler requirement.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

The SCIF compiler consists of just over 12,000 lines of Java code. It uses JFlex [58] and CUP [53] for parsing and does type checking by generating type constraints that it passes to the SHErrLoc constraint solver [99]. The compiler outputs Solidity code in which labels have been erased and run-time mechanisms have been inserted.

Full SCIF supports more types than described in the core language: integer, byte, and more complex types such as arrays, mappings, and structs. Notably, it allows dependent maps, which are mappings from contract addresses to values, where the label of each value depends on the address that maps to it. This feature is useful for fine-grained information flow policies in multi-user contracts like ERC-20 tokens.

5.1 Run-time Mechanisms

The SCIF compiler adds run-time checks to enforce security that it cannot guarantee statically. If these checks detect a potential security threat, they immediately revert the operation and throw a failure (see Section 3.4).

5.1.1 CDA Prevention. As described in Section 3.2, CDA prevention leverages Solidity’s method dispatch mechanism, which selects a public method by interpreting the first 4 bytes of data passed to the contract as the (truncated) hash of the method signature. Our compiler integrates information flow labels into the method names of the generated Solidity code, so type confusion results in a mismatch in dispatch hashes between the caller and the callee. Dispatch fails, preventing an attack without adding run-time overhead.

5.1.2 Dynamic Locks and Trust Management. The SCIF compiler adds calls to methods in the Contract interface (Figure 10) for run-time security enforcement, consisting of the following:

1. At the beginning of public methods, the compiler inserts a call $\text{trusts}(pc_{ex}, \text{sender})$ to confirm the trustworthiness of the caller; if there may be an auto-endorsement ($pc_{ex} \not\Rightarrow pc_{in}$), the compiler additionally inserts $\text{trusts}(pc_{in}, pc_{ex}) || \text{bypassLocks}(pc_{ex})$, ensuring that if any auto-endorsement occurs, no current dynamic reentrancy locks block the caller.

2. For each $\text{lock}(l) \{ \ldots \}$ block, the compiler places $\text{acquireLock}(l)$ immediately before the contents and $\text{releaseLock}(l)$ immediately after.

3. Explicit trust relationship queries $l_1 \Rightarrow l_2$ between contract instances are translated to $\text{trusts}(l_1, l_2)$.

5.1.3 Default Contract Implementations. SCIF offers default implementations for interfaces described in Section 3.6:

1. $\text{ContractImpl}$ adopts a simple trust model. The contract trusts only itself and uses a boolean to monitor lock status. This approach is similar to how Solidity contracts use $\text{ReentrancyGuard}$ [69]

RAW_TEXT_END
to prevent reentrancy attacks. But unlike ReentrancyGuard, which requires manual marking of methods as nonReentrant, SCIF automatically generates dynamic lock checks only when necessary: that is, when an auto-endorsement is possible.

(2) ManagedContractImpl still maintains a single lock like ContractImpl, but also manages a set of trusted contract addresses. Trustees can freely call methods in the contract without reentrancy concerns and are allowed to dynamically manage the contract’s trustees.

(3) ExternallyManagedContractImpl defers to two trusted contracts, TrustManager and LockManager, for trust and lock management. It manages a local set of direct trustees but consults the trust manager for indirect trust queries, and consults the lock manager for lock queries. This enables more sophisticated algorithms for managing trust and reentrancy locks across multiple contracts, while still preventing reentrancy attacks, especially those spanning multiple contracts.

5.2 Exception Handling

Solidity’s exception handling is limited to a single external call and only reverts when there is a failure [87]. As a result, it cannot be directly used to implement SCIF’s exceptions, which do not roll back. Instead, SCIF embeds non-failure termination results in the return value of methods. A SCIF method that may throw an exception returns two values when compiled to Solidity: an integer indicating termination status and a byte array containing the return value (for normal termination) or arguments of the exception.

When compiling \texttt{try\textemdash catch} in SCIF, the compiler maintains the exception’s identifier and arguments thrown within the \texttt{try} block. It executes the \texttt{catch} block matching the thrown exception’s identifier, if any.

The \texttt{atomic\textemdash rescue} construct supports failures that revert state changes made inside the \texttt{atomic} block. Unlike Solidity, where failures undo state changes in the current transaction, SCIF localizes rollback to the \texttt{atomic} block, by generating a Solidity trampoline method for the \texttt{atomic} block and invoking it as an external call. An optimization left to future work would be avoid a trampoline when the \texttt{atomic} block holds a trusted single external function call that throws no checked exceptions.

5.3 Error Localization

SCIF solves type constraints entirely using SHErrLoc, a constraint solver shown to substantially improve error localization for IFC [99]. For programs that do not type-check, SCIF reports the most likely error locations as identified by SHErrLoc.

As an example, the Uniswap implementation in Figure 7, but without the dynamic lock—making it ill-typed—generates the following error report.

1. Uniswap.scif, line 14: call to this method violates the reentrancy lock.
   
   \begin{verbatim}
   assert tY.transfer(this, buyer, yBought);
   \end{verbatim}

2. Uniswap.scif, line 6: lock label of this method is not maintained.
   
   \begin{verbatim}
   uint sellXForY(final address buyer, uint xSold) {
   \end{verbatim}

The most likely error is the call that makes the reentrancy attack possible. SCIF suggests modifying it to respect a reentrancy lock, which fixes the vulnerability. The second suggestion is to change the lock label on the method signature. That change would not fix the error but if had been no second trusted external call, it would have, making it a reasonable guess.

5.4 Limitations

Our current SCIF implementation has some limitations:
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6 EVALUATION

Evaluating a new programming language is not easy. The most interesting question is how effectively (and cost-effectively) SCIF prevents subtle security bugs. There is no appropriate corpus of benchmark contracts to compare against. Therefore, we evaluated the expressiveness and effectiveness of SCIF by implementing and analyzing several challenging real-world smart contracts.

Where feasible, we modified the original Solidity code as little as possible. Table 1 summarizes the results of these case studies. Tests were run on a Macbook Pro 14 with an Apple M1 Max CPU and 64 GB RAM. Some results reflect an immature compiler prototype, and focused engineering effort would likely improve them substantially.

Compilation times range from under a second to nearly 2 minutes. Most time is taken by the SHErrLoc constraint solver, which is slowed by its support for accurate error localization. Added programmer effort is quantified through the number of explicit endorsements and necessary information-flow annotations (1–20% of the lines). As our example contracts are especially dense in security issues, this likely provides an upper bound for the typical annotation burden.

We quantified the overhead of SCIF’s run-time security mechanisms through a bytecode size comparison with Solidity and a count of calls for run-time security enforcement in the compiled code (“RSE calls”). While these metrics do not directly represent the run-time overhead, they provide insights for understanding the complexity introduced by the compiler’s handling of SCIF’s run-time security mechanisms. The Solidity bytecode size for Dexible swap and Poly Network are absent because we did not attempt to implement their complex functionality unrelated to the core vulnerabilities, making a fair comparison is not possible. Our bytecode is shorter on HODL Wallet and SysEscrow, because they require Solidity compiler versions that are far lower than what our compiler uses.

The full SCIF code for all contracts listed in Table 1 is available in the supplementary material.

(1) Address variables must be `final` to be used as information flow principals.

(2) Because of how CDA prevention is implemented, the current implementation does not support a convenient way to interact with contracts that do not implement SCIF.

### Table 1. SCIF case studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Compilation time (s)</th>
<th>Explicit endorsements</th>
<th>Necessary annotations</th>
<th>Bytecode size (bytes)</th>
<th>Solidity bytecode size (bytes)</th>
<th>RSE calls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERC-20 1</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3845</td>
<td>2097</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERC-20 2</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3046</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniswap 1</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>16939</td>
<td>10317</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniswap 2</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>16897</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dexible swap</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3728</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KoET</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3618</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly Network</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6127</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HODLWallet</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1667</td>
<td>2137</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SysEscrow</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2370</td>
<td>2579</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Case Study (ERC-20).

Our ERC-20 implementation follows that of OpenZeppelin ERC-20 [70]. Table 1 includes two SCIF versions: ERC-20 1 minimizes annotations, while ERC-20 2 leverages SCIF’s dependent maps to maintain fine-grained allowance policies while avoiding trust endorsements.
Table 2 shows the run-time overhead of each implementation compared to Solidity, measured by averaging the gas consumption over 1,000 executions of each operation. The overhead for `transfer` and `transferFrom` mostly stems from SCIF’s exception-handling mechanism.

The finer-grained ERC-20 2 has lower overheads except in `transferFrom` because its use of dependent map allows it to avoid auto-endorsements with costly dynamic security checks when operating on allowances. The `transferFrom` implementation, however, causes two auto-endorsements, resulting in more dynamic checks.

Case Study (Uniswap). We implemented secure variants of Uniswap V1 [92]. The contract was designed to serve as an exchange and token manager for ERC-20 tokens. However, an interaction with ERC-777 tokens [36]—an extension of ERC-20 providing callbacks—exposed a reentrancy vulnerability leading to a high-profile attack [72].

We again developed two versions. Uniswap 1 interacts only with ERC-20 tokens (with no callbacks), while Uniswap 2 engages with both ERC-20 and ERC-777 tokens. Both versions employ explicit dynamic locks during Ether transactions, but Uniswap 2 also requires dynamic locks in token transfers.

We compared gas consumption of the original Uniswap V1 with our SCIF implementations, using Solidity and SCIF ERC-20 implementations. Focusing on method `tokenToExchangeSwapInput`, which corresponds to `sellXForY` depicted in Figure 3, the original Uniswap V1 had an average gas consumption over 100 executions of 46,809 wei per operation. After manually applying the optimization discussed in Section 5.2, our SCIF implementation averaged 52,581 wei per operation—a 12% overhead, of which 5/6 is due to run-time enforcement of auto-endorsement and explicit reentrancy locks, and 1/6 is due to exception handling.

Case Study (Dexible Swap). For Dexible, we implemented only the core swap functionality, making direct comparison to the original implementation [42] infeasible. With no auto-endorsements, this implementation operates on the user’s behalf and needs no dynamic checks, making it both efficient and obviously secure. SCIF’s mechanisms for preventing type confusion prevent the original CDA.

Case Study (KoET). Our implementation closely replicates the original KoET contract [41], but is even simpler. KoET included explicit dynamic checks to ensure that only the contract owner could invoke security-critical methods. SCIF automatically enforces this access control based on method labels. Moreover, SCIF’s exception mechanism prevents the KoET attack based on incorrect error handling. Interestingly, SCIF’s reentrancy protections detected and prevented a previously unreported reentrancy vulnerability stemming from calling `send` before updating the local state.

Case Study (Poly Network). Poly Network, a blockchain interoperability application, facilitates the aggregation and response to operations across distinct blockchains. The contract executed user-specified callbacks based on signed events for other blockchains. Inadequate security validation allowed attackers in 2021 to exploit a CDA vulnerability, using Poly Network’s `EthCrossChainManager` contract as a confused deputy to access another core component of the application, which then incorrectly transferred $610 million in tokens to the attacker [21].
Our SCIF adaptation closely mirrors the original EthCrossChainManager contract [75], but delegates verification of cross-chain operations to an unimplemented third-party contract. We defined the callback method’s interface to accurately reflect user integrity levels, which combines with SCIF’s dynamic type confusion checks to prevent the CDA attack.

Case Study (HODL Wallet). The HODL Wallet [79] was similar to an ERC-20 token wallet but only transferred tokens away from a given address up to 3 times before locking them. Balances were properly updated before executing a transfer, but the counter used to enforce transfer limits was updated only later. This sequencing flaw allowed an attacker to use reentrancy to execute more than 3 transfers from a single address. The SCIF compiler successfully identified the bug and allowed eliminating the vulnerability by moving the counter update earlier.

Case Study (SysEscrow). The SysEscrow [79] platform let users create, approve, release, and cancel trade orders. During the cancellation or release of an order, the seller or buyer could exploit reentrancy to illicitly claim the order’s currency value. SCIF identified this vulnerability and suggested a dynamic lock, which prevented unauthorized reentrancy during currency transactions.

In summary, SCIF proves effective across a variety of contracts afflicted by subtle security bugs.

7 RELATED WORK

Confused Deputy Attacks. Rajani et al. [78] give a formal definition of CDA-freedom as a security property and prove that information flow security is sufficient to guarantee CDA-freedom. Jagadeesan et al. [55] use a refinement type system to address cross-site request forgery attacks, a form of CDA that compromises confidentiality. Both, however, assume everything is well-typed and do not address CDAs stemming from type confusion.

Jackal [48] analyzes EVM bytecode for CDAs using symbolic execution, but they do not cover CDAs involving multiple contracts and the tool is incomplete by nature.

Reentrancy Security. Our reentrancy security mechanisms improve on those of SeRIF [18], which defines a formal notion of ℓ-reentrancy and an information flow type system to enforce reentrancy security. SCIF’s flexible use of execution paths recognizes more code as secure.

Grossman et al. [49] and Albert et al. [2] propose the notion of Effectively Callback-Free (ECF) executions and develop a static analysis tool that uses SMT solvers to check whether contract operations can be reordered to produce the same result without callbacks. However, this requirement prevents secure interactions between mutually trusting contracts.

Exception Handling. Exception mechanisms that trigger transactional rollback have been explored in prior work [16, 57, 63], including Solidity itself. Verse [5] recovers from failed expressions by rolling back to a previously defined state, but it has just one type of statically checked failure and does not distinguish between exceptions and failures. The distinction between expected, statically checked conditions (“contingencies”) and unexpected failures (“faults”) has been identified as important [80, 102], but not tied to rollback. SCIF combines these two ideas in a novel way that guides programmers to handle foreseeable contingencies, with clean rollback on unexpected failures.

Dynamic Trust Management. The SCIF mechanisms for dynamic trust build on a significant body of work on trust management in programming languages [3, 4, 8, 51, 64, 90]. Unlike these prior works, SCIF ties these language-based mechanisms to smart contract identities, expressing IFC policies in the vocabulary of smart contracts.

Secure Smart Contract Languages. The Scilla [83] language forces a programming style that separates pure computation, state changes, and method calls. Obsidian [22] and Flint [82] use resource types and typestate to facilitate the reasoning of contract behaviors. The resource types
guarantee that assets, such as tokens, cannot be arbitrarily created or destroyed. Nomos [38] introduces resource-aware session types, which eliminates all single-contract reentrancy. However, none of these languages can guard against CDAs or sophisticated multi-contract reentrancy attacks.

Smart Contract Security Tools. Many stand-alone tools aim to find vulnerabilities in smart contracts. AI-based tools [1, 7, 84] provide no soundness or completeness guarantees. Bytecode modification tools that insert dynamic checks to prevent undesirable behaviors [67, 101] lack the high-level typing information SCIF uses, resulting in less precision and eliminating more safe behaviors.

Many tools statically analyze source code, bytecode or disassembled bytecode [12, 14, 34, 46, 52, 62, 89, 91], sometimes using symbolic execution or model checking [39, 43, 44, 50, 56, 65, 68, 88]. Some tools provide soundness and completeness guarantees for specific classes of vulnerabilities, but none handle CDAs and few handle reentrancy. Some tools can check properties described in formal logic, but have scalability and compositionality issues.

Existing formal verification frameworks for smart contracts [6, 47] provide high assurance but require significant user expertise and verification effort.

Information Flow Control. Prior work uses IFC to secure decentralized systems. Fabric [64] provides a language to build distributed systems where nodes can securely share code and data despite mutual distrust. DStar [98] tracks information flows within the operating system to secure distributed executions. These previous systems are focused on more traditional settings, rather than smart contracts, and fail to provide reentrancy security.

8 CONCLUSION

SCIF is the first practical smart contract programming language to provide compositional security against broad classes of vulnerabilities including reentrancy, confused deputy attacks, and improper error handling. We offer a more general, principled integrity-based definition of CDAs, which SCIF prevents even in the presence of ill-typed code. SCIF additionally improves on previous reentrancy security protections through more precise tracking of control-flow integrity. The distinction between exceptions and failures facilitates explicit reasoning of those previously implicit execution paths. Replacing ad-hoc authorization mechanisms with systematically managed dynamic trust relationships reduces security risk and development cost. The application of SCIF to a wide variety of real-world examples shows not only its effectiveness for improving security but also its success in harmoniously integrating multiple novel language features.
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\[ \begin{align*}
\text{[E-Eval]} & \quad \langle s \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle s' \mid C' \rangle \\
\text{[E-Eval]} & \quad \langle E[s] \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle E[s'] \mid C' \rangle \\
\text{[E-IrT]} & \quad \langle \text{if}_p \text{c} \; \text{true} \; \text{then} \; e_1 \; \text{else} \; e_2 \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle e_1 \; \text{at-}p \; C \mid C \rangle \\
\text{[E-IrT]} & \quad \langle \text{if}_p \; \text{false} \; \text{then} \; e_1 \; \text{else} \; e_2 \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle e_2 \; \text{at-}p \; C \mid C \rangle \\
\text{[E-IrTrustT]} & \quad \langle \text{if}_p \; \alpha_1 \Rightarrow \alpha_2 \; \text{then} \; e_1 \; \text{else} \; e_2 \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle e_1 \; \text{at-}p \; C \mid C \rangle \\
\text{[E-IrTrustF]} & \quad \langle \text{if}_p \; \alpha_1 \nRightarrow \alpha_2 \; \text{then} \; e_1 \; \text{else} \; e_2 \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle e_2 \; \text{at-}p \; C \mid C \rangle \\
\text{[E-AtPc]} & \quad \langle v \; \text{at-}p \; C \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle v \mid C \rangle \\
\text{[E-Ref]} & \quad \langle \text{ref} \; v \; \tau \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle \tau \mid C[\sigma[i \mapsto v] / \sigma] \rangle \\
\text{[E-Deref]} & \quad \langle \tau \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle \sigma(i) \mid C \rangle \\
\text{[E-Assign]} & \quad \langle i := v \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle () \mid C[i \mapsto v] / \sigma \rangle \\
\text{[E-New]} & \quad \langle \text{new} \; C(v) \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle \alpha \mid C[O[\alpha \mapsto C(\overline{v})]/O] \rangle \\
\text{[E-Cast]} & \quad O(\alpha) = D(\overline{v}) \quad D <: C \\
\text{[E-Field]} & \quad O(\alpha) = C(\overline{v}) \\
\text{[E-Endorse]} & \quad \langle \alpha.\text{f}_i \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle v_i \mid C \rangle \\
\text{[E-Endorse]} & \quad \langle \text{endorse} \; v \; \text{from} \; \ell' \; \text{to} \; \ell \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle v \mid C \rangle 
\end{align*} \]

(a) IFC Calculus Small-Step Operational Semantic Rules

\section{FULL SCIF RULES}

The full operational semantics for SCIF are given in Figure 15 and the full typing rules are given in Figures 16 and 17. We introduce the following syntactic forms as evaluation contexts to enable precise tracking of method boundaries, execution integrity, dynamic locks, and type confusions:

\[ E ::= [\cdot] \mid \text{let} \; x = E \; \text{in} \; e \mid \text{try} \; E \; \text{catch} \; x : \text{ex} \; e \mid \text{trans} \; E \; \text{rescue} \; x \; e \\
\quad \mid \text{return}_E \mid E \; \text{at-pc} \; p \mid E \; \text{with-lock} \; \ell \mid \text{atk-cast} \; E \; \text{as} \; D \]

\[ s ::= E[e] \]

To cleanly handle exceptions and transactions, a throw context \( T \) is an evaluation context through which unhandled exceptions and failures can freely propagate:

\[ T ::= [\cdot] \mid \text{let} \; x = E \; \text{in} \; e \mid E \; \text{at-pc} \; p \mid \text{atk-cast} \; E \; \text{as} \; D \]
(b) Small-step operational semantic rules for exception handling.
SCIF: A Language for Compositional Smart Contract Security

\[ [\text{E-Lock}] \quad \langle \text{lock } \ell \text{ in } o \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle o \text{ with-lock } \ell \mid C[L, \ell/L] \rangle \]

\[ [\text{E-Unock}] \quad L = L', \ell \quad \langle o \text{ with-lock } \ell \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle o \mid C[L'/L] \rangle \]

\[ O(\alpha) = C(\overline{v}) \quad mbody(C, m) = (\overline{x}, pc_1 \Rightarrow pc_2, e, \overline{e}) \]
\[ M = M', \ell'_m \quad \ell'_m \Rightarrow pc_1 \quad e' = e[\overline{x} \mapsto \overline{w}, \text{this } \mapsto \alpha] \]

\[ [\text{E-Call}] \quad \langle \alpha. m(\overline{w}) \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{return}_\overline{e}(e' \text{ at-pc } pc_2) \mid C[M, \alpha/M] \rangle \]

\[ [\text{E-AtkCall}] \quad \langle \text{atk-cast } \alpha \text{ as } D. m(\overline{w}) \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{return}_\overline{e}(e' \text{ at-pc } pc_2) \mid C[M, \alpha/M] \rangle \]

\[ [\text{E-CallLowInteg}] \quad O(\alpha) = C(\overline{v}) \quad mbody(C, m) = (\overline{x}, pc_1 \Rightarrow pc_2, e, \overline{e}) \quad mtype(D, m) = mtype(C, m) \]
\[ M = M', \ell'_m \quad \ell'_m \Rightarrow pc_1 \quad \ell_m \Rightarrow pc_2 \quad e' = e[\overline{x} \mapsto \overline{w}, \text{this } \mapsto \alpha] \]

\[ [\text{E-ReturnV}] \quad \langle \text{return}_\overline{e} v \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle v \mid C[M'/M] \rangle \]

\[ [\text{E-ReturnE}] \quad \langle \text{return}_\overline{e}(\text{throw } e_i(\overline{v})) \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{throw } e_i(\overline{v}) \mid C[M'/M] \rangle \]

\[ [\text{E-ReturnEF}] \quad \langle \text{return}_\overline{e}(\text{throw } e(\overline{v})) \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{fail } e(\overline{v}) \mid C[M'/M] \rangle \]

\[ [\text{E-ReturnF}] \quad \langle \text{return}_\overline{e} (\text{fail } v) \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{fail } v \mid C[M'/M] \rangle \]

\[ [\text{E-IgnoreLocks}] \quad \langle \text{ignore-locks-in } v \mid C \rangle \rightarrow \langle v \mid C \rangle \]

(c) Lock-aware small-step operational semantic rules.

Fig. 15. Full small-step operational semantics for SCIF.
\[
\frac{\text{[Var]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + x : \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[Unit]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + () : \text{unit}} \\
\frac{\text{[True]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + \text{true} : \text{bool}} \\
\frac{\text{[False]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + \text{false} : \text{bool}} \\
\frac{\text{[Addr]}} {\Sigma_C(a) = C} \\
\frac{\text{[Loc]}} {\Sigma_R(t) = \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[Null]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} \vdash \text{null} : \text{ref} \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[AtkCast]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : C^d} \\
\frac{\text{[SubtypeV]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau'} \quad \tau' <: \tau \\
\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau \\
\text{(a) Value typing} \\
\frac{\text{[Val]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[New]}} {\text{fields}(C) = \overline{f} : \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[Field]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : C^d} \\
\frac{\text{[Deref]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \text{ref} \tau'} \quad \tau' <: \tau \\
\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau \\
\text{(b) Primitive Expression Typing} \\
\frac{\text{[Variance]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + pc : pc} \\
\frac{\text{[Cast]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \text{ref} \tau'} \quad \tau' <: \tau \\
\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau \\
\frac{\text{[Ref]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[SubtypeV]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau'} \quad \tau' <: \tau \\
\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau \\
\text{(b) Primitive Expression Typing} \\
\frac{\text{[AtkCast]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : C^d} \\
\frac{\text{[Null]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} \vdash \text{null} : \text{ref} \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[Loc]}} {\Sigma_R(t) = \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[Unit]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + () : \text{unit}} \\
\frac{\text{[Var]}} {\Gamma(x) = \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[Val]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[New]}} {\text{fields}(C) = \overline{f} : \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[Field]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : C^d} \\
\frac{\text{[Deref]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \text{ref} \tau'} \quad \tau' <: \tau \\
\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau \\
\text{(b) Primitive Expression Typing} \\
\frac{\text{[Variance]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + pc : pc} \\
\frac{\text{[Cast]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \text{ref} \tau'} \quad \tau' <: \tau \\
\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau \\
\frac{\text{[Ref]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau} \\
\frac{\text{[SubtypeV]}} {\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau'} \quad \tau' <: \tau \\
\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + v : \tau \\
\text{(b) Primitive Expression Typing}
[Endorse]

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + o : t'^\ell$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; \ell; \ell' + \text{endorse } v \text{ from } t' \text{ to } t_1 : t_1 + \{n \mapsto (\ell, \ell'_n)\}$$

[Call]

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + \overline{o} : \ell'_n \mathcal{T} + t_0 : \tau \quad \mathcal{T} + pc \forall \ell; \ell_2 + e_1 : \tau + \Psi_1$$

$$\mathcal{T} + pc \forall \ell; \ell_2 + e_2 : \tau + \Psi_2$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \ell' = \ell 
\Psi = \{n \mapsto (\ell_2 \forall \ell, \ell'_n), \overline{\ell}_n \mapsto (\overline{\ell}_n \forall \ell, \ell'_n)\}$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_4 + o.m(\overline{\ell}_n) : \tau + \Psi$$

[If]

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + o : \text{bool}$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \ell' = \ell 
\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc \forall \ell; \ell_1 + e_1 : \tau + \Psi_1$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc \forall \ell; \ell_1 + e_2 : \tau + \Psi_2$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_1 + \text{if } pc \ v \text{ then } e_1 \text{ else } e_2 : \tau + \Psi_1 \lor \Psi_2$$

[IfTrust]

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + o_1 : C_1 $$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}, o_1 \Rightarrow v_2; pc \forall \ell; \ell_2 + e_1 : \tau + \Psi_1$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \ell' = \ell$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc \forall \ell; \ell_2 + e_2 : \tau + \Psi_2$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_1 + \text{if } pc \ (o_1 \Rightarrow v_2) \text{ then } e_1 \text{ else } e_2 : \tau + \Psi_1 \lor \Psi_2$$

[Assign]

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + o_1 : (\text{ref } \tau)$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + o_2 : \tau$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_1 + v_1 = v_2; \text{unit}$$

$$\{n \mapsto (pc, \ell'_n)\}$$

[Lock]

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell'_n + e : \tau + \Psi'$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \ell'_n \land \ell \Rightarrow \ell_4$$

$$\text{dom} (\Psi) = \text{dom} (\Psi')$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \Psi[p], pc = \Psi[p], pc \mathcal{P}_{\text{e}} \text{dom} (\Psi)'$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \Psi[p].L \land \ell \Rightarrow \Psi[p].L^\mathcal{P}_{\text{e\text{dom} (\Psi)'}}$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_1 + \text{lock } \ell \text{ in } e : \tau + \Psi$$

[Let]

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_1 + e_1 : \tau_1 + \Psi_1$$

$$\ell'_n = \Psi_1[n].L \lor \ell_4$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{X}_1; \tau_1; \mathcal{T}; pc'; \ell_1 + e_2 : \tau_2 + \Psi_2$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \Psi_1[n].pc \Rightarrow pc'$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \Psi_1[n].L \Rightarrow \ell_4 \lor pc'$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \Psi_1[n].L \Rightarrow \Psi_2[n].L$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_1 + \text{let } x = e_1 \text{ in } e_2 : \tau_2 + (\Psi_1 \setminus n) \lor \Psi_2$$

[TryCatch]

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_1 + e : \tau + \Psi$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \Psi[\text{ex}].L \Rightarrow \ell_4$$

$$pc' = \Psi[\text{ex}], pc$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{X}_1; \mathcal{X}_1[\text{ex}], \mathcal{T}; pc'; \ell_1 + e' : \tau + \Psi'$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_1 + \text{try } e \text{ catch } x: \text{ex } e' : \tau + (\Psi \setminus \text{ex}) \lor \Psi'$$

[AtomicRescue]

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_1 + e : \tau + \Psi$$

$$\text{dom} (\Psi) \subseteq \{n, \overline{n}\}$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \Psi[\overline{n}].L \Rightarrow \ell_4$$

$$pc' = \Psi[\overline{n}], pc$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{X}_1; \mathcal{X}_1[\text{fl}], \mathcal{T}; pc'; \ell_1 + e' : \tau + \Psi'$$

$$\mathcal{T} + \Psi[\text{fl}].L \Rightarrow \ell_4$$

$$pc' = \Psi[\text{fl}], pc$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{X}_1[\text{fl}], \mathcal{T}; pc'; \ell_1 + e' : \tau + (\Psi \setminus \text{fl}) \lor \Psi'$$

[Throw]

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + o : \text{ex}$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_1 + \text{throw } o : \tau \lor \{\text{ex} \mapsto (pc \lor \ell, \ell_1)\}$$

[Fail]

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T} + o : t'$$

$$\Sigma; \Gamma; \mathcal{T}; pc; \ell_1 + \text{fail } o : \tau \lor \{\text{fl} \mapsto (pc \lor \ell, \ell_1)\}$$

(c) Core expression typing
Fig. 16. Full typing rules for SCIF values, expressions, and statements.
Fig. 17. Typing rules for SCIF classes, auxiliary lookup functions, and relations.